A BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY BREAKING NEW GROUND
The World’s Premier Gravel Maintenance System

The Gravel Doctor is the sensible solution to gravel maintenance. You receive your own territory & territory developers are welcome.

THE GRAVEL DOCTOR SYSTEM INCLUDES:

- A 5 day training course covering Engineering Theory, Marketing, Quoting, Safety & Machine Operation.
- Power Point Presentation for Industrial & Commercial customers
- Your own GRAVEL DOCTOR Web Site with a link to the GRAVEL DOCTOR Gateway site
- Sales & Machine Manuals
- Business “Start –up” Guide
- 1,000 Sales Brochures
- 500 Business Cards
- 2 GRAVEL DOCTOR Vehicle Decals

NO GRAVEL ADDED!
The World’s Premier Gravel Maintenance System

The process in simple. The results are extraordinary!

- In just minutes the GRAVEL DOCTOR SYSTEM completely restores, compacts and smooths most unpaved surfaces.
- Potholes and ruts are completely eliminated. Existing gravel is recycled and then packed into a rut - resistant surface that maintains the original grade while controlling drainage.
- Unlike graders and other heavy equipment, the GRAVEL DOCTOR can easily service previously inaccessible areas, such as those immediately adjacent to buildings and curbs.
- From residential driveways to commercial & industrial parking lots – from walking trails to cemetery roads the GRAVEL DOCTOR can repair them all very cost effectively and in an environmentally friendly way.
- The GRAVELDOCTOR also is ideal for preparing the surface for the installation of asphalt, cement and interlocking brick.

For more information on the GRAVEL DOCTOR Business Opportunity go to: www.graveldoctor.com and contact us via email - just click "contact us at the top right side of our home page or call 1-519-677-5935.

REMEMBER – The road to success isn’t necessarily paved and GRAVEL IS EVERYWHERE !